Gm steering column diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of gm steering column wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the power and also signal links between the devices. A wiring diagram
generally provides information about the family member placement and also plan of devices
and terminals on the gadgets, to aid in structure or servicing the tool. A pictorial representation
would show more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often
used to troubleshoot troubles as well as to earn sure that the links have been made which
everything is existing. Assortment of gm steering column wiring schematic. Click on the image
to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Building wiring
layouts show the approximate areas as well as interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
long-term electric solutions in a structure. Interconnecting cable courses could be revealed
around, where particular receptacles or fixtures should be on an usual circuit. Wiring layouts
utilize common symbols for wiring devices, usually various from those used on schematic
representations. The electrical icons not just reveal where something is to be mounted, but
likewise just what kind of gadget is being installed. As an example, a surface ceiling light is
shown by one sign, a recessed ceiling light has a various sign, and a surface area fluorescent
light has one more icon. Each sort of switch has a various symbol therefore do the different
electrical outlets. There are symbols that show the location of smoke alarm, the doorbell chime,
and also thermostat. On huge jobs symbols could be phoned number to show, for instance, the
panel board and also circuit to which the tool links, and to determine which of numerous kinds
of fixture are to be mounted at that area. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electric assessment authority to accept link of the residence to the general public electrical
supply system. Electrical wiring diagrams will additionally include panel timetables for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser layouts for unique solutions such as emergency alarm or shut
circuit tv or various other special services. There are hundreds of designs and model changes
for steering columns over the past 30 years. We have collected and provide over exploded
views for you Free of charge. We have chosen the most popular vehicles to help you
understand your specific design earlier design views are limited. Although most of the items on
these views are numbered, the views fit multiple vehicle applications. These drawing originated
with each manufacturer and their parts books. Many parts are interchangeable and will fit
multiple column designs. We stock the most popular parts needed and can get many others
from our various suppliers across the country. Exploded Views With Legend The following links
are exploded views with a legend for each part that is available. Click on the links below for
detailed exploded views, description and application more are being developed. Many of these
parts interchange between models and will fit a variety of cars and trucks. Feel free to call to
discuss any questions you may have regarding parts and applications. All rights reserved.
Register or Log In To remove these advertisements. I need the wiring diagram for a g m steering
column. Find More Posts by panhandler Need help please. Installed a '72 C10 Tilt column in
place of the '67 standard shift column. When I plug the crescent connectors together the left
turn signal flashed constantly and nothing else works. The color arrangement on the '67 Truck
connector is not the same as the '72 column connector. Any help would be appreciated. The
chart above posted by Ogre shows how the wires are oriented in the connector from the truck
harness. It starts with the horn on one end and the brake wire on the other. To check the turn
signal harness you need a multimeter to measure continuity. You want to identify the separate
wires so you can match them up to the other half in the 67 connector. Start by connecting the
multimeter, set on Ohms, and connect one lead to the ground and the other to the end wire on
the connector that matches the black wire on the 67 connector. Press the horn button and
check the meter for 0 ohms. If that checks then mark this wire as the horn wire. Next go to the
other end and connect one lead to the end wire and the other to each wire in the connector until
you get 0 ohms. The end wire is the brake wire if the connector is wired correctly. Make sure the
turn signal lever is in the center position and you don't need the key on for this. You should see
0 on two wires. These will be the yellow and green wires for the brakes and turn signal lights. To
identify which wire is yellow left , and which wire is dark green right just leave the meter
connectors on the end wire and one of the two you just tested. Then place the turn signal lever
in the left or right turn position and check the meter for 0 ohms or no reading. If you are in the
left turn position and the meter reads nothing then that is the yellow wire. The other wire will be
the opposite color. By now you should have identified the black,white, yellow and dark green
wires. Next up is the purple wire in the steering column connector. This is the wire that feeds
the yellow and dark green wires for the left and right turn signals. To find it you need to connect
the meter to either the yellow or dark green wire that you identified above, then place the signal
lever in the left or right position depending on which wire you are connected to. Then check the

other wires in the connector until you get 0 ohms. This wire should be the purple wire to match
the 67 connector. Leave your meter connected to that wire and switch the other meter lead to
the other color wire Dark green or yellow and switch the lever to that side to match the color
wire for left or right. If you still get 0 ohms then you have found the purple wire in the steering
column connector for the turn signals. Now you have found all but the brown and lt. The brown
wire is the hazard wire and when the hazard switch is engaged there should be 0 ohms between
it and all four turn signal wires. Yellow, dk green, light blue and dk blue wires. It will be easy to
find, just connect one meter lead to the left or right yellow or dk green wire , and touch the other
lead to each of the unknown wires in the steering column connector, with the hazard switch
engaged, until you get 0 ohms. When you get 0 ohms just push the hazard switch down and the
meter should read infinity nothing. That will be the brown wire. You can check it with the other
turn signal wire to confirm if you want. All that's left is the light blue and dark blue wires for the
front turn signals. To find those just connect the meter leads between the yellow or dark green
wires and one of the two remaining wires and place the turn signal lever in the left or right
position and check for 0 ohms on the meter. When you get 0 ohms that will be the left or right
front turn signal to match the left or right rear signal. If your turn signal switch is not defective
then all the operations should work OK. Once you get the wires identified you can match them
with the wires in the 67 connector. Since your left turn works all the time you may have a
problem with the turn signal switch. Even though the wire colors don' t match, the wire
positions should match up with the chart and my troubleshooting. Many thanks. It's been 30
years since I did a project like this. I forgot a lot of details. Checked out the wiring per your
instructions. It turns out that the switch was shorted. There were 4 zero ohm wires. I took the
switch out of the '67 Column and will install it into the '72 column tomorrow. Thanks again for
your help. Would there be a schematic that explains the connections. My question is the column
sending battery power to the fuse box when the key is moved to the run or start position, or is
the fuse box sending the battery power to the column? I've had some rewiring done, and while it
cranks, it will only run when the key is released from the start position. The coil is not getting
12volts during the start cycle, only in run? While I have been a member for awhile, I'm not much
of a user, so if this is the wrong place to raise the question, I apologize in advance. I've just
been looking at the same painless manual for 3 days and need to make some progress. Here is
the website for the 21 circuit Painless harness. Which one is it? Notes page at the end of the
manual refer to no. Depending upon the particular wire harness you purchased, you may not
have some of these wires. Observe two-color wires closely. This section consists of only one
large 10 gauge wire. From fuse panel to brake switch. This wire is cut and spade lugs have been
installed GM-keyed kits only so that your existing neutral safety switch circuit can be wired into
your harness. The neutral safety switch is located at the base of General Motors and Ford
steering columns and in Mopar transmissions. Do not attempt to defeat your automobile's
neutral safety switch. If your automobile does not have a neutral safety switch, please install
one. These are two 2 wires, bonded together. This wire needs to go from the headlight switch to
the instrument panel lights. These wires supply all of the ignition switched power that goes to
the fuse panel and both are needed because of the amount of power required to power all of the
accessories. This wire is power for the portion of the headlight switch that goes out to the
headlights and front parking lights. This wire is power for the portion of the headlight switch
that goes out to the instrument panel lights and the tail lights. NOTE: This wire is only used if
your headlight switch has two power input terminals. If a floor shifter is being used, utilize this
extra length to route the Purple to the neutral safety switch on the shifter or transmission and
then to the starter solenoid. If not using a floor shifter, cut Purple to length needed for starter
solenoid and discard extra length. Kit has these wires located near the turn signal and ignition
switch section wires. Part of the problem with Painless manuals is that they loop in the Ford
and Mopar systems, which can be confusing when
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pertaining to a particular model. If one is an amateur at wiring it can be disconcerting at best.
They do show some excellent PDFs. I would hope that all that is included in the Kits. All times
are GMT The time now is AM. Contact Us - chevytrucks. Copyright chevytrucks. Web
chevytrucks. User Name. Remember Me? Site Merchandise FAQ. Mark Forums Read. Thread
Tools. Find More Posts by Dano Re: wiring Diagram for GM steering column Which one? You
don't list a year here. Re: wiring Diagram for GM steering column Need help please. Find More
Posts by Ronald Re: wiring Diagram for GM steering column The chart above posted by Ogre
shows how the wires are oriented in the connector from the truck harness. Find More Posts by

VetteVet. Re: wiring Diagram for GM steering column Many thanks. Re: wiring Diagram for GM
steering column Checked out the wiring per your instructions. Re: wiring Diagram for GM
steering column Would there be a schematic that explains the connections. Digg del. Posting
Rules.

